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Introduction
1.1

Nuneaton and Bedworth is the most deprived borough in Warwickshire, with
high levels of obesity, inactivity, poor health, low educational attainment,
economic and social need.

Location

Nuneaton & Bedworth
Borough
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Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council
The Vision for Change

The Current Provision
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Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council
The Vision for Change

Our Vision for Change
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1. Our Shared Local
Outcomes
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Our Place Insight
Our Vision and Shared Local Strategic Outcomes

Our Vision and Shared Local Strategic Outcomes
Our Overall Vision and Priority Outcome: Changing life for the better through investment in physical activity places and spaces across Nuneaton and Bedworth.

Our Outcomes Framework
Outcome
OUTCOME 1:
Improved levels
of health and
well-being across
the whole
community, with
a focus on
younger people,
older people and
families

How will we
know this
outcome is being
achieved?

Specific Local Issues
• Very traditional, former mining
communities, Nuneaton
and
Bedworth are two very different
towns with little interaction
between the two communities.
•

Physical activity not a high priority
for many.

Facility and Service Interventions
Bedworth:
• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
• Provision of outreach services supporting those with learning disabilities
• Social prescribing service
• Specific activities and programmes targeted at families, older people, young people and children
• On-site opportunities for organic gardening
• Access to psychological therapies through the hub
Pingles:
• Provision of outreach services supporting those with learning disabilities
• Social prescribing service
• Specific activities and programmes targeted at families, older people, young people and children
• On-site opportunities for organic gardening
• Provision of co-located indoor and outdoor built physical activity provision
• Delivery of outreach health services
• Partnership with Wembrook School to develop participation in physical activity for children and families
in deprived wards
• Links to clubs based on site
• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes

•

Significant challenges for young
and older people - social isolation,
poverty, low self-worth and
expectations.

•

High Levels of obesity

•

High levels of deprivation

•

Increased number of families from
deprived areas participating in Top Farm:
physical activity at the new • Provision of co-located education, health and physical activity facilities and services
physical activity hubs
• On-site GP Surgery
• Outreach health services
Reduction in levels of adult • Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
physical inactivity
• Social prescribing service
Specific activities and programmes targeted at families, older people, young people and children
• Integration of ‘Active Environment’ thinking and planning into new residential development

•
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Outcome
OUTCOME 2:
More young
adults engaged in
regular physical
activity

Specific Local Issues
• Lack of access to water space at
Pingles due to high levels of club
use
•

No learner pools in the Borough

•

The need to programme access to
at least one lane in every pool for
pay and play use at all times

•
•

How will we
know this
outcome is being
achieved?

Facility and Service Interventions
Bedworth:
• Provision of co-located indoor and outdoor built physical activity provision
• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
• Provision of outreach services supporting those with learning disabilities
• Specific activities and programmes targeted at young people and children,

Pingles:
• Provision of co-located indoor and outdoor built physical activity provision
• Partnership with Wembrook School to develop participation in physical activity for children and families
in deprived wards
Low levels of participation in • Links to clubs based on site
physical activity
• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
• Specific activities and programmes targeted at young people and children,
NBBC already working in multiple
partnerships across the Borough Top Farm:
e.g. Fitter Futures, school/club • Provision of co-located education, health and physical activity facilities and services
links, but want to change what is • Hub site for junior football
provided, where and how to • Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
change
physical
activity • Social prescribing service
behaviours, and raise the bar for • Specific activities and programmes targeted at young people and children,
their communities.
• Integration of ‘Active Environment’ thinking and planning into new residential development

•

Contribution to reduced number of
overweight and obese children

•

Increased numbers of young
people attending physical activities
and programmes
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Outcome
OUTCOME 3:
More older
people engaged
in regular
physical activity

Specific Local Issues
• Lack of access to water space at
Pingles due to high levels of club
use
•

The need to programme access to
at least one lane in every pool for
pay and play use at all times

•

Low levels of participation in
physical activity
Pingles:
• Provision of co-located indoor and outdoor built physical activity provision
NBBC already working in multiple • Delivery of outreach health services
partnerships across the Borough • Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
e.g. Fitter Futures, school/club • Social prescribing service
links, but want to change what is • Specific activities and programmes targeted at older people
provided, where and how to • On-site opportunities for organic gardening
change
physical
activity
behaviours, and raise the bar for Top Farm:
their communities.
• Provision of co-located education, health and physical activity facilities and services
• On-site GP Surgery
Reduced numbers of socially • Outreach health services
isolated adults
• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
• Social prescribing service
Contribute to increased numbers • Specific activities and programmes targeted at older people
of
older
people
living • Integration of ‘Active Environment’ thinking and planning into new residential development
independently

•

How will we
know this
outcome is being
achieved?

Facility and Service Interventions
Bedworth:
• Provision of co-located indoor and outdoor built physical activity provision
• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
• Access to psychological therapies through the hub
• Provision of outreach services supporting those with learning disabilities
• Social prescribing service
• Specific activities and programmes targeted at older people
• On-site opportunities for organic gardening

•
•
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Outcome
OUTCOME 4:
Reduced
incidence of
mental ill health
across the
Borough

Specific Local Issues
• Significant challenges for young
and older people - social isolation,
poverty, low self-worth and
expectations.
•

•

•
•
•

How will we
know this
outcome is being
achieved?

•
•

Facility and Service Interventions
Bedworth:
• Provision of co-located indoor and outdoor built physical activity provision
• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
• Access to psychological therapies through the hub
• Provision of outreach services supporting those with learning disabilities
Lack of access to water space at • Social prescribing service
Pingles due to high levels of club • Specific activities and programmes targeted at families, older people, young people and children
use
• On-site opportunities for organic gardening
The need to programme access to
at least one lane in every pool for
pay and play use at all times

Pingles:
• Provision of co-located indoor and outdoor built physical activity provision
• Delivery of outreach health services
• Partnership with Wembrook School to develop participation in physical activity for children and families
Low levels of participation in
in deprived wards
physical activity
• Links to clubs based on site
• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
Rising levels of mental health • Social prescribing service
across the community
• Specific activities and programmes targeted at families, older people, young people and children
• On-site opportunities for organic gardening
Rising levels of isolation across all
ages as a result of Covid 19, but Top Farm:
particularly for those shielding
• Provision of co-located education, health and physical activity facilities and services
• On-site GP Surgery
Reduction in impact of mental ill • Outreach health services
health in adults
• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
• Social prescribing service
Reduction in impact of mental ill • Specific activities and programmes targeted at families, older people, young people and children
health in young people
• Integration of ‘Active Environment’ thinking and planning into new residential development
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Outcome
OUTCOME 5:
Increase in active
travel

Specific Local Issues
• Low mobility levels.
•

•

Facility and Service Interventions
Bedworth:
• Provision of co-located indoor and outdoor built physical activity provision
Lack of safe cycling and walking • Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
routes linking the parks to the
town centres
Pingles:
• Provision of co-located indoor and outdoor built physical activity provision
The need to activate the local • Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
environment so active travel and
recreational participation in cycling Top Farm:
and walking can be better • Provision of co-located education, health and physical activity facilities and services
integrated into everyday life
• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
• Integration of ‘Active Environment’ thinking and planning into new residential development
Increased use of ‘Safe

How will we
know these
outcomes are
being achieved

•
•

Increased everyday use of outdoor
active environments e.g. walking
and cycling routes

OUTCOME 6:
To contribute to
the Boroughwide approach to
improving quality
of life

•

New housing (14,060 across the
Borough by 2032) will change
demographics (new community in
the North of the Borough) and
bring different expectations about
access and quality of life.

•

•

Bedworth:
• Provision of co-located indoor and outdoor built physical activity provision
• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
• Access to psychological therapies through the hub
• Provision of outreach services supporting those with learning disabilities
• Social prescribing service
• Specific activities and programmes targeted at families, older people, young people and children
Deprivation challenges are similar • On-site opportunities for organic gardening
in both areas, but more severe in
Nuneaton.
Pingles:
• Provision of co-located indoor and outdoor built physical activity provision
Existing secondary education level • Delivery of outreach health services
attainment is much lower than • Partnership with Wembrook School to develop participation in physical activity for children and families
elsewhere in the county.
in deprived wards
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Outcome
How will we
know these
outcomes are
being achieved

Specific Local Issues
• Contribution to an increased
healthy life expectancy across the
Borough
•

Facility and Service Interventions
• Links to clubs based on site
• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
• Social prescribing service
• Specific activities and programmes targeted at families, older people, young people and children
Reduced numbers of adults classed • On-site opportunities for organic gardening
as overweight or obese
Top Farm:
• Provision of co-located education, health and physical activity facilities and services
• On-site GP Surgery
• Outreach health services
• Hub site for junior football
• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes
• Social prescribing service
• Specific activities and programmes targeted at families, older people, young people and children
• Development of work experience and apprenticeship opportunities
• Integration of ‘Active Environment’ thinking and planning into new residential development
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Our Wider Strategic Outcomes
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Our Shared Local Outcomes
Our Wider Strategic Outcomes

1. Can contribute to improved educational attainment and economic regeneration

Our wider
strategic
outcomes

2. Can transform communities through investment in localities

3. Can underpin new and sustainable partnerships benefitting our communities

engage communities
and facilitate more
active lifestyles

introduce young people
to active lifestyles from
an early age

develop partnerships
resulting in positive and
proactive interventions
facilitating increased
participation

provide opportunities
for people to be more
active, more often

provide opportunities
for social interaction,
linked to activity

offer fun, affordable and
accessible opportunities
to all to live more active
lives
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Our Communities’ Needs and Priorities
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Our Shared Local Outcomes
The Contribution of Sport and Physical Activity

The Contribution of Sport and Physical Activity
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Our Shared Local Outcomes
The Contribution of Sport and Physical Activity

Partnerships Behind Our Shared Outcomes
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2. Our Place Insight
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Borough Demographics

Borough Demographics
The health of people in Nuneaton and Bedworth is varied compared with the England average.
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Our Place Insight
Bedworth Demographics
Although very close geographically, the communities of Nuneaton and Bedworth are distinct entities.
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Our Place Insight
Bedworth Demographics
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Our Place Insight
Nuneaton

Nuneaton Demographics
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Our Place Insight
Central Nuneaton Demographics - Pingles Leisure Centre Catchment
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Our Place Insight
Central Nuneaton Demographics - Pingles Leisure Centre Catchment

1.2

Given its central position, Pingles Park and Leisure Centre provides for a wide catchment of the Borough; however, within a 10 minute catchment are some of the most
deprived wards in Nuneaton:
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Wider Physical and Social Borough Landscape
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NBBC Local Plan

NBBC Local Plan
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Big Local Area Programme
Hill Top Community (HTC) worked in Partnership with everyone Active to provide residents with 6 month free swim, gym and class passes at the Pingles Leisure Centre.
Passport to Leisure data identified that take up within the Big Local area was not as high as others in the borough and supported evidence of health inequalities statistics that
informed the HTC Plan Priorities:
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Stakeholder Consultation
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Engagement Feedback - September 2019 leisure survey results
These results reflect the Everyone Active Annual Report 2019, which highlights:

low customer satisfaction with
quality of changing rooms

the need for more water space
as existing pools are full (2,200
on swimming lessons at Pingles
and 2000 at Bedworth

Desire to access more activities
and programmes

Improved accessibility to both
facilities

over 5m visits per year at Pingles

380k visits per year at Bedworth

Please state what you think needs to be changed/improved
to encourage more people to take part in physical activity in
Nuneaton and Bedworth borough?
More leisure facilities
Larger leisure facilities
Different activities on offer
Larger Swimming Pools
More fitness stations
More classes
A greater range of class activities
More social areas
More indoor sports hall space
Increased activities for families/young people
Changes in membership offers/categories

25
26
32
23
26
34
34
15
35
29
34

6.78%
7.05%
8.67%
6.23%
7.05%
9.21%
9.21%
4.07%
9.49%
7.86%
9.21%

Please tick all the facilities and activities you or your family
would be interested in using at Bedworth Leisure Centre /
Jubilee Sports Centre / Pingles Leisure Centre / Etone Sports
Centre
Social areas
Soft Play
Large Café
Start/finish point for local walking groups
Start/finish point for cycle rides/go ride groups
Improved fitness Suite
Additional Swimming Pool space
Family pool fun sessions
Toddler splash pool
Sports Hall/Improved Sports Hall
Physiotherapy

85
140
93
78
73
197
161
145
125
166
99

3.25%
5.49%
3.66%
3.05%
2.85%
7.72%
6.30%
5.69%
4.88%
6.50%
3.86%
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Please state what you think needs to be changed/improved
to encourage more people to take part in physical activity in
Nuneaton and Bedworth borough?
More events
More outdoor activities
Other (please specify):

20
15
21
369

5.42%
4.07%
5.69%

Please tick all the facilities and activities you or your family
would be interested in using at Bedworth Leisure Centre /
Jubilee Sports Centre / Pingles Leisure Centre / Etone Sports
Centre
Dedicated Spin Studio
Fitness Class/Increased fitness classes
Virtual Classes
Courses e.g. weight management/nutrition
Martial Arts
Gymnastics
Over 60’s/Older adult sessions
Children’s Activities
More outdoor activities e.g. jogging /walking in parks
More events
None

68
176
20
114
109
88
125
156
135
125
78
2556

2.64%
6.91%
0.81%
4.47%
4.27%
3.46%
4.88%
6.10%
5.28%
4.88%
3.05%
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Engagement Feedback
Facility Improvements People Would Like To See In The Borough

Facilities/Activities People Would Like to Participate In in the Borough

Diving pool/classes,

Climbing

Climbing/ bouldering facilities

Gymnastics

Better changing and toilet facilities- larger, cleaner, private showers

Roller Skate Park

Bigger pools

Something for children to take part in whist parent can do alternative activity.
E.g. so I could do fitness class whilst kids do track / field activity.
Family activities

More fitness classes
Larger parking area
Better public access to swimming facilities e.g. lane swimming at all times;
pay and play access
Use the facilities as start and finish points for cycle rides

Splash Pool
Free or cheap activity
Ice rink

Women’s only swimming

Walking Football for 60+ and 50+

More activities for families

Football club

Better, newer gym equipment

Water Slides

Sauna/steam room

Self Defence classes

More affordable prices

Archery

Badminton courts

Shooting

Bigger café, better quality
Improved air con system
Longer opening hours
More modern facilities for those with disabilities e.g. pool pod, changing
places changing facilities
More activities for young children
More outdoor provision, and better quality
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Local Community Insight
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Our Place Insight
Local Community Insight
Further consultation was undertaken in late 2019 as part of the overall community engagement with the emerging masterplans for the Borough. Schools and local sports
clubs were contacted, and additional engagement was undertaken with the local community. Specific issues raised by local sports clubs who responded (15) are:

Clubs’ current and near future priorities e.g. increasing members, improving performance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Maintaining all junior and senior teams which involves constant member recruitment.
We are actively seeking to develop our own facilities in Nuneaton and we would like to achieve this in the next 2 years - we would appreciate all help available in
making this possible!"
Fundraising for our running costs and insurance. Raising enough money to host our own swimming gala in Bedworth. Continue to make the club open and accessible to
everyone.
"- Increase membership in younger age groups
Move Men's team to a better facility than Jubilee sports centre
Become more financially stable,
Increase coach and Volunteer numbers at the club "
Increase numbers to give opportunity to increase teams leading to higher performance.
Priority at this time is maintaining members online due to Covid-19
"To be able to keep running two teams in the Coventry and North Warwickshire Netball League and be successful with this.
We have a low turn-around of players with some seasons losing fewer players than other seasons. It is to recruit players that are of a standard to play in the league
without being seen to be ""poaching"" from other clubs which can sometimes cause a conflict. We run our club as professionally as we can and to date have a very
good reputation in our community and our league and have great working relations with other clubs and friendships with their players.
We would like to be able to gain players of a good standard from other avenues including the Monday night netball at the Pingles without ""trending on others’ toes"".
It's always a fine balance to retain and gain players."
Improving performance and Getting more qualified coaches
increasing membership
Increasing members and moving to a bigger facility
Current priorities getting more volunteers for the committee, to umpire and coach.
Growth of sessions, facilities, coaches and opportunities to young people to learn, coach and jobs
We would like to expand but would need another venue to develop our club with more available evenings for use in providing players to learn, improve and play.
Increasing membership
Retention of members, more coaching and development of existing members, developing facilities
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The full club survey is included as Appendix 1
The schools’ survey is included as Appendix 2. This survey highlights that several schools in the Borough, particularly primary, have no formal sports facilities. Very few schools
have facilities that are used by local sports clubs or the community.
NBBC undertook community consultation on the proposals for the master-planning of the Miners Welfare park, Bedworth and Pingles Park, Nuneaton, including the Vision
for the new physical activity hubs, and the proposal for the new school and physical activity facilities in the north of the Borough.
Feedback from the community engagement identifies:
Be-Nu Public Consultation feedback 2019
Detailed below is what we asked the public followed by NBBC response.

Bedworth Leisure Facility
Q1
What do you think of the planned new facility in
Bedworth?

Excellent/Very good
Very good
Good
Satisfactory
Poor
Very Poor

We asked: What specifically do you like?

Swimming pool – (extension, improved facilities)
Football area
Modernisation, more choice
Badminton Courts
Centre is tired and needs updating

We asked: What specifically do you dislike?

Comment: Need more parking
Answer: Parking has been an issue for Bedworth Leisure centre for number of years. However, with the new build location
being proposed in a different location on the park area, behind the current facility this will open up more room to
accommodate plenty of parking spaces including increased disability and family bays. We will also look to encourage
more cycling and walking to the site, thinking about the environment.

42.18%
30.81%
18:01%
5.69%
1.42%
1.42%
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Bedworth Leisure Facility
Comment: Roof -top football - mad idea! You would need such high fences around it that would be rather
high/hazardous
Answer: The roof top football pitches are becoming more popular across the country as they are a good space saving
alternative. The roof area is completely encased in a netting cage so no balls will escape! It also provides a good use of
space for the facility, which would otherwise be unusable.
Comment: Lack of group exercise specific room/space
Answer: The plan provided has increased space than current facility. Two studios, with a further area cycling studio has
been designed into the plans.
Comment: No difference in pool size
Answer: The new build does offer increased water space, as it will be eight lane pool rather than the current six lane
facility. The teaching pool will also provide additional space to encourage teaching of children to swim.
Q2
What new facilities might you use?

Studio space for classes
Swimming Pool
Tennis
Extended Gym facilities

32.69%
76.92%
19.71%

Skate Park
Badminton Courts
Outdoor running area/park run
Football Pitch

Q3
Waterslides/flume/splash pool
Please list any activities/facilities you would like Squash courts
to see that we have not included in the plan
Wellness centre – saunas/Jacuzzis
Climbing wall
Diving Boards
Crèche
Q4
Sufficient parking
What else could make this centre better for you Safe cycle storage
or other users?
Better disability access/communal changing
Outdoor gym
New Skate Park
34
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Bedworth Leisure Facility
Q5
Comment: Construction phase needs to be designed around existing centre and ancillary facilities such as parking.
Do you have any further comments on the Answer: This will all be taken into account. The present facility will be in operation throughout the build with the least
proposed design?
amount of closure before the opening of the new build.
Comment: Please could it include environmental measures to help - e.g. maximise use of natural light - windows/roof
for lighting and heating, use of grey water systems for recycling water, use of solar panels for electricity, green roof plant
systems etc. Use recycling / green energy
Answer: As part of the modern building design and the Councils commitment to environmental and sustainability designs.
Comment: Design does not appear to be very big. Decisions appear to have been taken prior to obtaining the publics
opinion. You are removing elements of the current provision and not replacing them. How will people with children
access exercise with no crèche.
Answer: The plans are based a standard leisure facility, using Sport England information and our local data. There is a
specific need to increase water pool space, health and fitness and studio space. The consideration of creche will be raised
at the next stage of design and feedback following this consultation.
Comment: Hopefully, the floor will have a moveable floor to accommodate all abilities during lesson times
Answer: The current design has not taken into consideration a moveable floor; however the teaching / learner pool will
provide increased opportunities due to its increased size and dimensions.
Comment: Should have coffee bar and lunch menus
Answer: The design incorporates a café and also terrace area to support internal and external use.

Pingles Leisure Facility
Q1
Excellent
What do you think of the planned new Very good
facility in Nuneaton?
Good
Satisfactory
Poor
Very Poor

32.23%
33.06%
19.83%
8.26%
3.31%
3.31%
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Pingles Leisure Facility
What specifically do you like?

Like the additional water space
Sports Hall
Extra size of the gym
More modern and relevant facilities
Whole plan is brilliant

What specifically do you dislike?

Comment: No mention of sauna/steam room
Answer: The designs have been based upon current use and additional capacity required for water space, studio space and also
indoor sports hall. At this time, no sauna/steam room facilities have been considered. This would increase the overall costs of the
facility, but will be raised with the design team, following this consultation.
Comment: No mention of water slides
Answer: No water slides have been incorporated into the design, this would increase costs and be additional to what we have at
present. Indoor water area play area has been raised with the design team to consider how we can support younger children and
access to water play/splash area.
Comment: Needs more access to cyclists
Answer: As part of the overall Leisure & Riversley Park Concept planning, cycling has been very much considered looking at shared
cycle routes/links from the Town Centre and also on the existing sustrans cycle route 52. The Council recognises the need to
encourage and further promote cycling and has also detailed outside space for learn to ride, pump track and BMX facilities
Comment: No mention of disability accessibility and provision e.g. a hoist
Answer: The facility will be fully DDA compliant and will have provision to support people with disability access into the water
space. Sport England as part of their support will be providing specification for changing places for the new build.

Q2
What new facilities might you use?

Studio space for classes
Swimming Pool
Outdoor Cycling facilities
Indoor sports hall
Extended gym facilities

31.80%
71.55%
37.66%
29.29%
39.75%
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Pingles Leisure Facility
Q3
Comment: Squash courts
Please list any activities/facilities you Answer: No squash courts have been detailed in the Pingles design, as we have facility at our local Etone Sports Centre to support
would like to see that we have not use.
included in the plan
Comment: Splash/water park/slides
Answer: No flume / slides have been included as this would require additional funding. Consideration for children’s water play /
splash zone will be discussed with the design team at future stages.
Comment: Bike/BMX tracks
Answer: All of these activities have been included in the adjacent green space to the facility. It will also include a pump track facility
as well.
Comment: Climbing/Bouldering
Answer: These activities are being included in the outdoor active environment space, along with cycling.
Comment: Sauna/steam room
Answer: No these have not been considered in the build. There will always have to be a compromise as to what can be offered in
the build of new facilities.
Q4
Comment: Better changing rooms & kept clean/facility kept clean
What else could make this centre Answer: The changing facilities will continue to be open village style, with specific disability changing and communal changing for
better for you or other users?
groups.
Comment: Preschool activities/crèche (including extended hours)/soft play
Answer: Creche facilities will be considered as part of the new build and decisions will have to be made what can and cannot be
included with the respective budget. Advice will also be taken from Sport England and the current data available as to future creche
facilities to support usage.
Comment: Early/extended opening times
Answer: A core operating timetable will be looked at as part of the facility opening.
Comment: Cycle routes from town and other local areas
37
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Pingles Leisure Facility
Answer: Cycling will be very much taken into consideration for the new build and its links to exo9sotng cycle route such as route
52. Additional proposals as part of this work also include links from the Town Centre to the facility.
Comment: Free parking
Answer: All parking for the leisure facility will continue to be free for the first 3 hours as long as ticket has been obtained from the
machine and placed within the car.
Q5
Comment: Concerned we do not lose too much park with more buildings and parking. Vital that it is linked with good public
Do you have any further comments on transport/better road links
the proposed design?
Answer: Further plans are being looked at as a total new build to provide a more sustainable and environmentally designed building
with modern building techniques and energy saving. If this is approved the design would look to use only the existing car park and
facility space.
Comment: Shared changing rooms are not popular - change to male/female plus keep clean
Answer: Changing village will be provided as part of the overall design, with specific areas for school change etc.
Comment: Concerns around the development’s proximity to Ribbonfields and Ribbonbrook - could attract more youths near the
bridge. Plus, issues with parking issues within the area by the bridge
Answer: It is hoped that with the development of the facility there will be more activities for young people to engage with, within
the centre rather than choose to ‘hang out’ outside the facility.
With the increase in both facilities and activity provision parking will be considered and increased accordingly.

Top Farm
Q1.
Very Good
What do you think of the planned new Good
facility at top Farm?
Satisfactory
Poor
Very Poor

38.83%
26.21%
21.36%
6.80%
0.00%
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Top Farm
What specifically do you like?

3G football pitch
More opportunities for sport in the area
Its family friendly
It is much needed at that side of town so long as there is adequate parking and facilities such as a GP surgery
Community space
Like the idea of a well-used hub in the area.
Potential new services in east Nuneaton
New indoor courts

What do you specifically dislike?

Comment: Currently this is countryside. I would prefer to still be able to walk/run/cycle in countryside and have a green gym than
have loads of buildings. Too big. Light pollution from floodlit pitch.
Answer: Facilities will be incorporated as part of the overall housing development at the site, to provide cycling links, green gym,
children play facility and walks. Facility lighting will be LED and directed down at the facilities, with an agreed timetable to meet
planning regulations of the site.
Comment: Proposal should include additional swimming pool rather than on Pingles site. Car parking and overspill car parking
have been detailed. Where is the extensive secure cycle parking and public transport facilities? All proposals of this nature should
include effects upon carbon footprint and environmental impact at this stage. All too often these essential aspects are not included
and are not provided at all!
Answer: The Pingles site we feel offers a more central location for residents of Nuneaton and is within the overall Riversley Park to
provide a “Hub” of facilities for a range of users. Car parking will be taken into consideration as part of the build and design. The
use of modern and sustainable/environment design will be incorporated into the design and build project.
Comment: Absence of a swimming pool
Answer: We have already identified the water space requirement for the Borough at the Pingles and Bedworth sites. There is no
evidence that required additional water space at the Top Farm site and funding sourced to support that activity.
Comment: Worried about road safety and school security.
Answer: The ability to plan the site from design stage means that these considerations along with safeguarding can be developed
to suit both education and recreational use. Whilst also supporting each other needs and sharing facilities, being more efficient use
of resources. There are already other facilities providing this dual delivery at school sites and this experienced will be used to support
the Nuneaton design.
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Top Farm
Comment: One access road could be problematic for a primary school, secondary school and leisure/sports centre
Answer: The Warwickshire County Council Highways Team will provide their specialist advice and will also require this to be signed
off as part of the planning permission process.
Q2.
What new facilities might you use?

Studio space for classes 40.21%
3G artificial pitch
41.24%
Tennis Courts
13.40%
Grass Football pitch
32.99%
Extended gym facilities 38.14%

Q3 Please list any activities/facilities Swimming pool or 1 suggestion was a pop-up pool for school holidays. The development of two permanent swimming pools at
you would like to see that we have Pingles and Bedworth will provide the capacity levels required to meet needs of the residents. Any additional water space will not
not included in the plan?
be externally funded and also will impact on other required provision for other sports / activities.
Rugby pitches The school may well support delivery of rugby as one of its key sports, these may well be available for external hire,
working with the school moving forward.
Young children’s play area/soft area This will be raised with the design team, however we are aware of the several facilities of this
nature available in the Borough and how we can support a range of activities across the Borough.
Combined BMX/Skateboarding Park These have been considered but not for Top Farm, two central locations at the Riversley park
and Miners Welfare Park will include such activity areas.
Cycling/running/walking routes (5K running route) This will be considered as part of the outdoor area. Cycling will be actively
encouraging and accommodated as part of the design stage, and how local residents can walk to the facilities and school.
Gym/fitness trail This will be something the Parks team will investigate as part of the outdoor play and activity facilities in this area.
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Top Farm
Q4
Comment: Access for disabled people to use the facilities
What else could make this centre Answer: The facility will be disability friendly and fully accessible, with a changing places provision.
better for you or other users?
Comment: Connect with Weddington Primary School/used to benefit the whole community throughout the day
Answer: The Top Farm site would be linking with the on-site secondary school and potentially a new primary school as well.
However, link with other local schools will be part of the overall marketing and promotional of the site.
Comment: Served by public transport - defeats the aim of health if everyone drives to it
Answer: It is hoped that this facility is going to be well used by the community where it is built, so it is hoped residents will walk,
run, or cycle to the facility. Bus route planning will be part of the planning process and liaison with local contractor.
Comment: Extended café and convenience store and community spot for non-participants
Answer: A café and terrace area will be considered as port of the overall design of the sporting hub facility.
Q5
Seems rather large. Also, I feel that it is very premature. The site is on a slope. How will it be levelled to provide pitches etc? The
Do you have any further comments on design and development will form part of the overall project management team and construction company to undertake on site
the proposed design?
works.
Given recent climate/weather changes are grass pitch areas really a viable proposition? An all-weather 4G pitch has been identified
for this site to support all year-round use. Pitch drainage will also be considered for the grass pitches to provide year-round delivery.
Seems a bit compact. Modern facility design is about compact, useable space that is efficient and provides a flexible floor space.
Road access to be improved. Should have tennis, squash, and café? A café will be included, and tennis will be offered using the
indoor sports hall space and outdoor multi use space provisionally developed for the school.
Traffic problems? As part of the planning process Warwickshire County Council Highways Team will be required to submit their
feedback as part of the planning process for approval.
Q6.
What do you think our plans to
develop a leisure activity hub
combined with a GP surgery at the
Top Farm site?

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Satisfactory
Poor
Very Poor

47.52%
14.85%
17.82%
13.86%
0.99%
3.96%
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Top Farm
Q7
We are looking at providing an active
environment at Top Farm, combining
leisure and school facilities on the one
site. This will provide a “hub” facility
for the local community, what do you
think of these plans?

Excellent
Very good
Good
Satisfactory
Poor
Very Poor

47.52%
16.83%
18.81%
11.88%
0.00%
4.95%

This idea is bonkers, how can you guarantee the safeguarding of our children if you are giving the general public access to a combine leisure & school facility. There are
already sites developed that support this dual delivery. It proves to be opportunities for both pupils and public. It will be about programming and timetabling and having
separate facilities for both, to ensure safeguarding is always supported. The advantages have already been proven from other sites across the Country.
The more integrated as a community hub with overlapping facilities the better. Please consider building in a kind of cafe and convenience store that would be pleasant
without using the sports facilities. If just outside there was a soft style playpark it would also be very attractive to parents for a place to bring kids. Swimming activity can
roll over into lunch and play park for example.
Before reasoned conclusions can be made. More information and detail is require. i.e. proposed public transport links into integrated transport plan. The local bus contractor
will be invited to support the project, however as the new housing estate will also form part of the whole development, bus routes and stops will be addressed by Housing
Developers as part of their transport plan.
No doubt in order to access facilities you will have to pay because it will be run by a private company? Yes that would be the recommendation, as the site needs to be
sustainable.
A school and GP and bus links and community facilities are essential. Three of these have already agreed to be involved. The external bus contractor will need to be
encouraged to support, along with the new housing developments at the site.
Too far from the centre of town and appears to cater for the new housing developments and not for the traditional thousands who reside in the town. The assessment
undertaken provides the evidence that the north of Nuneaton and the housing development that is and going to take place requires leisure facilities, as part of the Borough
wide provision. The Nuneaton Town centre will be supported by the Pingles development.
Extending a good school in the existing Weddington primary school should be priority, not a new school with new stuff. It just fails the existing kids in the area. This will
require the Warwickshire County Council to respond, however their evidence and need for capacity is that a new secondary school is required based upon future demand.
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Top Farm
But they already have access to all these facilities close by.
Please do not restrict the space or it will be too chaotic/dangerous at school run times and create problems.
Added value & potential cost savings across partners. Flow from school - older ages, community cohesion, school site is seen as positive because multi-functional. This
would be the intention, as the benefits of working in partnership can add real value for all organisations and provide positive outcomes for all.
School should integrate with these facilities. Include community room, cafe etc . These are being considered and also having multi-functional rooms.
So long as people if all ages feel welcome, respected, included and safe. I do not want to see it develop into a place where kids hang out and frighten the community off.
That is the vision and plans for the site, a community space for all.
Only for the 'community'
Focus on underperforming schools before you plan on building new ones.
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Specific feedback on the two parks is set out below:

Miners Welfare Park, Bedworth
Most strongly supported improvements are:

Cyclepath and footpath improvement and additions
Sport and Fitness facility improvements and additions
‘Country Park’ extension of Park toward Hawkesbury and wildlife habitat creation and retention Splashpark
alongside play area
BMX and Skatepark Facilities “All of it!”

Most requested additional facilities to encourage
healthy lifestyle / exercise not fully addressed in
original plans are:

Cyclepath links to reach the park from the wider area and secure cycle storage in key locations in the park (NBBC
response - on amended plan)
Specific measured length marked routes / widened paths for jogging, cycling, walking + additional green gym and
outdoor fitness (NBBC response - to be added to amended plan)

Key areas of concern raised requiring further
consideration not already addressed by proposals
and likely NBBC responses:

Improved toilet provision including near play area. NBBC will provide look to improved and more readily
accessible toilets in the new Leisure Centre, will have specific discussion with People in Action / Mayors Café
about maximising access to toilets at their facilities.
Greater staff presence (warden /ranger etc) + police presence + other measures to increase sense of personal
safety such as lighting. NBBC will look at options and extension of CCTV coverage, will review which paths and
areas are lit, will review possible means to increase staff presence (such as possible warden / ranger directly
employed or via grounds contract) and will review site specific liaison and working with the Police
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NBBC Responses:
Question
1. What is most important for the
park (bear in mind what is
already available at the park)

2. What did you like most in the
plans / suggestions for
improvement?

Key Themes
• Path and Cyclepath Improvements and Sport and Fitness
Facility improvement had the highest level of support

NBBC Response
• Extensive additional path and cyclepath creation is
proposed

•

Wildlife Habitats and Children’s Play facilities and Teenage Play •
Facility Improvements had the next highest levels of support

•

Signage and Information Board Improvements and Public Art
Improvements had next level of support

•

Cyclepath and footpath improvements within and beyond the
park linking to it were particularly liked (29 responses picked
out cyclepaths and 19 responses footpath improvements)

•

Extension toward Hawkesbury (15), Splashpark (11), All of it!
(11), and BMX/ Skatepark provision (10) attracted strong
support

The plans will be also be amended to show a 1km cycle
and fitness loop with measured kilometre distance
markers, green gym ‘stations’ and Parkrun specific
enhancements and an extended green gym

•

The extension toward Hawkesbury will see significant
additional wildflower meadow and wildlife habitat
creation

•

Play facilities for younger children will be increased by
the splashpark and extensively for older children /
teenagers with ballcourt, BMX and skatepark provision
shown in the proposals

•

Public art and signage improvements are also being
supported but the other aspects were seen as more
important - so if funds are limited this will be taken into
account in prioritisation

•

Improvements to the cyclepath network within the park
(and key onward links south to Hawkesbury and west to
Bedworth Heath) are a central part of the proposals.
Additional / improved footpaths are also shown in the
east of the park and in the Bayton Lake and Black Bank
sections
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Question by question detail and
NBBC Responses:
Question

3. What did you dislike most in
the plans / suggestions for
improvement?

Key Themes
NBBC Response
• Between 3 and 6 people in each case felt the following were the • All these should be delivered by the proposals and are
thing they liked most (whether or not already in the
seen as key elements within it
proposals!):
➢ New Wildlife Habitat / Preserve Wildlife Habitat
• These should all be able to be delivered by the proposals.
➢ Teenage Facilities
Dog Exercise Area was a new idea and we will look to
➢ Ballcourt
make an area available for this and identify on amended
➢ Sports Facility Improvements
plans and see if the residents proposing it may form a
➢ Play facilities
group to attract funds to lay it out / equip it
➢ Learn to Ride Track
➢ More car parking for Park
➢ Public Art / Street Art etc
➢ Dog Exercise / Activity Areas
➢ New fresh / coherent / planned approach to park
development
•

‘Didn’t dislike any of it’ was by far the highest response given •
(24 responses)

•

Public art proposals seen as not being a priority for investment
/ not having a successful track record in Bedworth (10
responses)

•

It was pleasing to see people voluntarily give this
response in significant numbers despite being invited to
express dislike of any parts of the proposal and it is taken
as a significant vote of support to the broad approach of
the proposals

•

This will be taken into account both in terms of design
quality of any public art and in prioritisation if budgets
are limited but there still were reasonably good levels of
support in other questions for public art so it will form
some part of the proposals going forward

•

The formal flower beds will be retained but the plans just
note some may need to be repositioned relative to any

The only other proposals attracting more than 2 or more
‘dislike’ responses were the possible loss of Formal flower beds
(3 responses) and a need for greater toilet provision (2
responses)
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NBBC Responses:
Question

4. Is there anything you would
like to see in the park that
would encourage you to do
more exercise or enjoy a
healthier lifestyle than you
currently do?

Key Themes

•

•

NBBC Response
changes made to the path network in the upper formal
park
• Toilet provision will need further consideration with
general agreement the toilets under the football stand
are not suitable in their current form. There will be
improved and much more readily accessible toilets in the
new Leisure Centre and further discussion will take place
with
•

People in Action in terms of what is able to be accessed
at the Mayor’s Café

•

Link to Hawkesbury will be delivered by proposals.
Greater emphasis needed in amended plans on secure
cycle storage

•

Amended proposals will include specific 1km measured
cycle and fitness path loop in addition to other widening
of existing paths

•
The following were the other things identified by between 3
and 8 responses:
➢ Lighting / lighting improvements
➢ Bigger outdoor Gym + fitness area
•
➢ Running routes + 'Measured Mile' etc routes + markers
and more and better path circuits and connectivity
➢ Improve Park Run track / support Park Run
➢ All of what is proposed
➢ Better car parking serving park

Hopefully, this signals some of existing facilities serve
some users’ needs adequately already (rather than
apathy about exercise!)

The key changes sought to support more exercise were :
➢ Improvements to cyclepaths including link to canal /
Hawkesbury + secure cycle storage at key locations
including CCTV coverage (18 responses)
➢ Wider paths within park, improved circuit around the
park (16 responses)
➢ Nothing extra needed that would change my activity
levels (14 responses)

Lighting was mentioned in 8 responses and in other
questions about desired improvements and was not
addressed in the original proposals. This will be noted in
the amended plans and further consideration given.
Lighting can be double edged as it can also encourage
groups of youths to gather and stay for longer into the
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NBBC Responses:
Question

Key Themes
➢ Resurface tennis courts / extend
➢ Path improvements to make easier for those with
disabilities / limited mobility
➢ Teenage' Facilities inc BMX and skate provision

5. Is there anything you would
like to see that would improve

•

No specific thing sought (18 responses)

NBBC Response
evening after dark and can negatively affect wildlife
including bats.
• It may be that some key paths and areas likely to be used
for exercise etc can be lit with forms of lighting –
particularly closer to the leisure centre etc - that do not
too detrimentally impact wildlife - such as bollard
lighting, lighting with motion sensors etc
•

Bigger Green Gym / outdoor fitness zone, measured
distance routes and improved Parkrun support are all
closely related and will be more strongly addressed in
amended proposals. A 1km measured cycle and fitness
loop will be introduced to the revised proposals.

•

Additional / improved car parking is proposed in the park
and at the Leisure Centre

•

Tennis court improvements are to commence in 2020
with grant funding from sports bodies and additional
tennis courts are proposed

•

Widening of paths, improved surfaces (e.g. tarmac
instead of ‘crushed stone’) and new and additional paths
are all proposed

•

Significant additional teenage facilities are proposed –
Ballcourt, Skate and BMX provision

•

Taken as positive sign about broad nature of proposals
that this was the most frequent response
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NBBC Responses:
Question
your experience of using the
park

Key Themes
• Better + cleaner toilets - including near play area (8 responses)
•

Security / greater staff presence / groundsman / wardens /
more sense of safety/ less intimidatory/ safer in evening /
police presence / more 'community feel'/CCTV (6 responses)

•

Picnic Areas + more seating generally in more parts of park and on links going out to Hawkesbury (4 responses)

•

Cheaper / Free parking / more parking / better parking for park
visitors (4 responses)

•

Widen main path circuit around park for cycling and pedestrian
shared or parallel use (3 responses)

•

Improved paths and cyclepaths (3 responses)

NBBC Response
•

Toilet provision will need further consideration with
general agreement the toilets under the football stand
are not suitable in their current form. There will be
improved and much more readily accessible toilets in the
new Leisure Centre and further discussion will take place
with People in Action in terms of what is able to be
accessed at the Mayor’s Café

•

This links with lighting issue raised in relation to taking
more exercise. Desirably if funds permitted a Park
Ranger might be employed but other measures to
increase staff presence on site through the grounds
maintenance contract will be investigated and closer
working with the Police will need to be developed. The
potential for additional CCTV coverage of key areas will
also need to be investigated and provided to the degree
funds allow

•

The concept plans do not show this level of detail but
additional bench / seating provision will form part of the
improvements over time. Some caution has to be applied
to locations etc to minimise any anti-social behaviour
issues that can sometimes occur around locations where
seating has been provided so it needs to be sensitively /
thoughtfully located

•

Additional and improved parking is proposed both within
the park and at the Leisure Centre
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NBBC Responses:
Question

A final series of 3 questions
focussed on cycle specific
provision to draw out detail to
underpin a now submitted bid for
grant aid from British Cycling

Key Themes

•

NBBC Response
•

This ties in with the requests for greater outdoor fitness
etc provision drawn out in previous questions and will be
addressed by the 1km measured distance cycle and
fitness loop path

•

As per earlier questions significant improvements to
extent of paths, path surfaces and widths will be involved
in the proposals

Without going into full detail 92% of responses were strongly •
supportive of the improved provision proposed for general
cycle access and for BMX and similar provision. 76% said the
proposals would support them, their children or grandchildren
having exercise and 32 of the responses said the provision
proposed would support them, their children or grandchildren
in having increased levels of activity and exercise.

The responses received have informed a Stage One bid
for ‘Places to Ride’ grant funding from British Cycling
which has been submitted at the time of writing

➢ Opinion was sought on what support would most
encourage use of new cycle facilities and the following
in order were the most frequently selected:
➢ Access to nearby café / refreshments and toilets
➢ Free limited hours bike loans to use on cycle facilities
➢ Free coaching / support when first using new facilities
➢ Secure cycle storage nearby when using other park
facilities
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Riversley Park, Nuneaton
Most strongly supported improvements are:

Wildlife habitat improvement / creation
New Riverside Path / path and cyclepath improvements
BMX and Skatepark provision
Splashpark

Most strongly supported improvements are:

Wildlife habitat improvement / creation
New Riverside Path / path and cyclepath improvements
BMX and Skatepark provision
Splashpark

Key areas of concern raised requiring further
consideration not already fully addressed by
proposals:

There is a sense of concern for personal safety and that greater staff presence / police presence etc is needed and
other measure to increase sense of personal safety – lighting / CCTV etc. NBBC will investigate options of
extension of CCTV, review what areas are lit, review means to increase staff presence (such as possible warden /
ranger) + site specific liaison, review and closer working with Police
There is concern about maintenance standards not being high enough for a ‘destination’ park. NBBC will review
working arrangements affecting the site with the grounds maintenance contractor
Residents living nearest to the proposed teenage facilities and green gym are concerned about noise / anti-social
behaviour. NBBC have reviewed the proposed locations which are still appropriate and already exceed the usual
‘distance from housing’ standards applied to these forms of provision - but we will look at options to extend CCTV
(funding will need to be identified) to cover these facilities and will seek to place teenage provision as close to the
access road and car parking as possible in that location to further increase distance to houses.
2 responses including one from the War Memorials Trust opposed removal of some avenue beech trees
identifying they had been planted as a Peace Avenue. As such NBBC will propose either creating a poppy shaped
‘peace garden’ at the central point of the avenue involving removal of a limited number of trees but only if
supported by local Remembrance organisations after consultation - or if not supported NBBC will retain the full
avenue of trees.
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Question by question detail
and NBBC Responses:
Question
1. What is most important
for the park (bear in
mind what is already
available at the park)

2. What did you like most
in the plans /
suggestions for
improvement?

Key Themes
• Improvement / creation had the greatest support followed by path and cyclepath improvements
• Play facility, sport and fitness provision, teenage
facilities and public art all had the next greatest
levels of support
• Signage improvements - whilst still well supported were considered less important.

NBBC Response
• Extensive new areas of wildflower meadow are proposed along the river
corridor / new riverside path
•

A new riverside path and multiple link paths are proposed along with some
widening of key paths and new paths to address ‘desire lines’

•

The new splashpark, ballcourt, skate and BMX provision will all increase
play and teenage facility provision and the new Green Gym and fitness
‘zone’ address the sport and fitness provision. Amendments to show
measured distance routes and green gym stations along such routes will
be shown in amended plans. The proposals include a range of identified
opportunities to improve and increase public art provision within the park.

•

If funds are limited the lower priority placed on this aspect will be taken
into account but reasonable support was still shown for investment in this
aspect.

•

Riverside Path (20 responses) and new BMX / •
Skatepark provision (17 responses) were most often
selected as the favourite proposal .

Riverside path including under railway line received strong support –
including the path under the railway helping relieve issues resulting from
the narrow tunnel linking to and from the Pingles (which currently limits
scope for Parkrun and causes pedestrian / cycle conflicts)

•

The new BMX and skatepark provision was widely
supported but some of the residents living nearer to •
the proposal raised concerns about potential noise
and anti-social behaviour. The Borough has
reviewed the position and in general terms it is the
appropriate location but will seek to the degree it is
possible to keep the provision as close to the car
parking and access road as possible and seek to
introduce CCTV coverage of the provision.

The new BMX and skatepark provision was widely supported but some of
the residents living nearer to the proposal raised concerns about potential
noise and anti-social behaviour. The Borough has reviewed the position
and in general terms it is the appropriate location but will seek to the
degree it is possible to keep the provision as close to the car parking and
access road as possible and seek options to introduce CCTV coverage of
the provision. These intents will be specifically noted and marked on
amended plans.
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and NBBC Responses:
Question

Key Themes
• These intents will be specifically noted and marked
on amended plans.
•

3. What did you dislike
most in the plans /
suggestions for
improvement?

NBBC Response
•

The development of the park should be able to
deliver all these popular aspects and it was positive •
to see broad support for many of the proposals

The development of the park should be able to deliver all these popular
aspects and it was positive to see broad support for many of the proposals
Again it is anticipated all these proposals will be able to be delivered

•

These proposals were selected by moderate
numbers (4-7 responses) as their favourite proposal:
➢ Outdoor Gym / Fitness Area
➢ Learn to Ride Track
➢ Link to Bridge Street
➢ Improved Events / Performance Areas
➢ Café access / improved cafés
➢ Cycle Facilities
➢ Formal Gardens around bandstand
➢ Entrance

•

Highly positively the highest response given by far •
(45 responses) was that they liked all aspects of the
proposal. All other proposals were only identified in
8 or less responses received.

It was pleasing to see people voluntarily give this response in significant
numbers despite being invited to express dislike of any parts of the
proposal and it is taken as a significant vote of support to the broad
approach of the proposals

•

The following were the next most significant •
responses:
➢ Public Art (8)
➢ BMX / Skatepark (6)
➢ Cycle Route / cyclepaths (5)

support in answers to other questions (e.g. 10 responses in Q2. Identifying
it as their favourite thing in the proposals) and as such it will continue to
form a key part of the proposals going forward
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Question

Key Themes

NBBC Response
• The skatepark / BMX proposals understandably drew some concern from
nearby residents which it is intended to address by keeping the provision
as close to the car parking and access road as possible and seeking to
introduce CCTV coverage and this will be specifically marked and noted on
amended plans
•

The concern with cyclepaths mainly rested around narrow existing paths
and conflicts with pedestrians so fuller cyclepath provision with 3m wide

•

Public art was sometimes seen as a waste of money by a small number of
respondents - or that other things should be delivered with greater priority
but public art also received good

The following issues caused 3-4 responses each:
•

Security presence / improvements not mentioned /
addressed

•

There was a level of concern raised about personal safety and security in
various questions. Desirably if funds permit a Park Ranger might be
employed but other measures to increase staff presence on site through
the grounds maintenance contract will be investigated and closer working
with and involvement of the Police will need to be developed. The
potential for additional CCTV coverage of key areas will also need to be
investigated and provided to the degree that funds allow

•

Information boards / signage

•

Information boards / signage

•

Skate park / teenage too near housing - relocate to •
Gala Fields / elsewhere

Provision for teenagers is always a sensitive matter though misbehaviour
only involves a small minority. We have reviewed the proposed position
and it remains the most logical location for this provision in the park,
balancing accessibility, proximity to first aid and overlooking from access
road / car park and leisure centre.
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Question

Key Themes

NBBC Response
• The proposed position is significantly further from houses than the
standards applied to teenage provision in new housing developments but
NBBC will seek to place the provision as close as possible to the car parking
and access road in an amended plan. We will also be seeking to introduce
CCTV coverage and this will be specifically marked and noted on amended
plans.

•

15 years too long to deliver - do sooner / asap

•

This was a positive response in terms of welcoming what is to be provided.
In terms of timescale NBBC are not fully in control of when funds will be
available as many of them will come from housing developments when
certain occupancy levels are reached and some from grant-aid when and
where this can be secured. As such the ‘jigsaw pieces’ of the proposals will
arrive bit by bit to deliver the full provision.

•

Invest in other parks in worse conditions first / as
well as this

•

The funds for the works are specifically tied to the site as part of housing
developer contributions and would have to be returned to the developers
if not specifically used at this site. Any grant-aid secured would be the
same.

•

Dislike splashpark / worry about maintenance of it

•

Main concern seemed to be potential maintenance and vandalism issues
which NBBC will have to address in designing the facility and in terms of
suitable maintenance going forward. We will seek to look at options to
extend CCTV coverage over this facility.
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Our Place Insight
Local Community Insight
Question by question detail
and NBBC Responses:
Question
4. Is there anything you
would like to see in the
park that would
encourage you to do
more exercise or enjoy a
healthier lifestyle than
you currently do?

Key Themes
• Nothing extra is needed that would change my
activity levels (37 responses)

NBBC Response
• Hopefully, this signals that the existing facilities serve some users’ needs
adequately already (rather than apathy about exercise!)

•

•

There was a high level of support for these forms of provision so we will
seek to increase the incorporation of e.g. measured distance walk, cycle
and jogging routes in the wider park to supplement the initial proposals.
Green gym stations may also be added along these routes to form a trail.

•

Running routes, 'Measured Mile' etc routes + •
markers and more and better path circuits and
connectivity (13 responses)

As with response above for Outdoor Gym and Fitness Area - we will seek
to increase the incorporation of e.g. measured distance walk, cycle and
jogging routes in the wider park to supplement the initial proposals. Path
circuit availability will also increase significantly with the creation of a
riverside path running parallel to the existing linear Wembrook cyclepath

•

Teenage' Facilities inc BMX and skate provision (12 •
responses)

Significant support was shown for this provision not just as a play facility
but in terms of a source of exercise / physical activity and this underpins a
bid to support the funding of these facilities to British Cycling

Outdoor Gym and Fitness Area

The next two most often sought facilities were:

•
The following were sought by between 5-8 responses each:
•

Ballcourt(s) for football / basketball etc (free to
access)

•

•

Improvements to cyclepaths + secure cycle storage •
at key locations including CCTV coverage

Such provision is proposed and will be free to access

This secure provision came up in various responses and will be referenced
in amended plans.
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Our Place Insight
Local Community Insight
Question by question detail
and NBBC Responses:
Question

5. Is there anything you
would like to see that
would improve your
experience of using the
park

Key Themes
• Additional footpaths within park + wider footpath
links from park

NBBC Response
• The riverside path will significantly increase path provision within the park
and leads south toward Marston lane where the proposed housing
development will add further open parkland and recreational paths to the
existing park with links then accessible out to Bermuda and toward the
canal at Marston Jabbett. There will also be improved signage of this ‘green
network’ of routes.

•

More events / outdoor activity sessions

•

NBBC’s own capacity to run events is limited by staff and budgetary
constraints but we will seek to work e.g. with and support commercial
providers, community groups and charitable organisations to increase
such opportunities and will invest in improved facilities to support events
– such as water and electricity supplies and ‘ground reinforcement’ to
increase ease of access for heavy vehicles being used in events provision

•

Safer park environment with less threatening
people /

•

There was a level of concern raised about personal safety and security in
various questions. Desirably if funds permit a Park Ranger might be
employed but other measures to increase staff presence on site through
the grounds maintenance contract will be investigated and closer working
with and involvement of the Police will need to be developed. The
potential for additional CCTV coverage of key areas will also need to be
investigated with funds secured

•

The highest level of response was that ‘no specific •
additional thing sought’ (29 responses)

•

Security / greater staff presence / groundsman /
wardens / greater police presence / more sense of
safety/ less intimidatory (15 responses)

•

This is taken as a positive response to the broad proposals for the park

There was a clear level of concern raised about personal safety and
security in various questions. Desirably if funds permit a Park Ranger might
be employed but other measures to increase staff presence on site
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Our Place Insight
Local Community Insight
Question by question detail
and NBBC Responses:
Question

Key Themes

NBBC Response
through the grounds maintenance contract will be investigated and closer
working with and involvement of the Police will need to be developed.
The potential for additional CCTV coverage of key areas will also need to
be investigated and provided to the degree that funds allow .

•

Actually maintain to high standard befitting town •
park unlike current situation - 'more like Miners
Welfare Park' including less litter / more cleansing
including at weekends, more bin emptying and/or
bins (15 responses)

This was a significant number of responses highlighting this as an issue and
contrasted with Miners Welfare Park where this issue was not raised and
as such it appears to be site specific. This will be explored with the
Borough’s grounds maintenance contractor in terms of achieving high
standards and additional monitoring of standards will be targeted at this
park.

•

Improve river / make more of river

•

The proposals mention improving the river frontage. This will be a
combination of removing low branches on trees that are blocking views of
the river and providing a low ‘knee rail’ to mark the riverbank also allowing
there to be less unmown riverbank vegetation obscuring views of the river.
More flowering plants will however be introduced into the edge of the
river itself to still provide wildlife habitat and to increase the visual appeal
of the river.

•

Picnic Area / more seating generally (11 responses)

•

The concept plans do not show this level of detail but it can be anticipated
that new paths will have additional seating and there should be
opportunities to create picnic areas (e.g. along the riverside path as long
as proximity to residential areas is taken into account as seating can
sometimes be a source of evening etc anti-social behaviour)

•

More events / free events / use of bandstand (10 •
responses)

NBBC’s own capacity to run events is limited by staff and budgetary
constraints but we will seek to work e.g. with and support commercial
providers, community groups and charitable organisations to increase
such opportunities and will invest in improved facilities to support events
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Our Place Insight
Local Community Insight
Question by question detail
and NBBC Responses:
Question

Key Themes

•

NBBC Response
– such as water and electricity supplies and ‘ground reinforcement’ to
increase ease of access for heavy vehicles being used in events provision
Better café / longer Museum Café opening hours / • The extended Leisure Centre will have a significantly larger café area. The
proposals will also improve access to the café at Chilvers Coton Craft
improved café provision / larger café / food kiosk/
Centre and seek to provide an outdoor seating area near to that facility.
extra café (8 responses)
The possible extension of the Museum and Art Gallery would again
improve café facilities and potentially alter opening hours etc.

•

More wildlife areas / habitat creation inc trees, bat •
and bird boxes (8 responses)

Proposed as well as river edge native flowering plant introduction

•

Teenage facilities including BMX/skate (8 responses) •

These facilities are already part of the proposals

•

Easy access to toilets (including near play area) •
including for disabled (6 responses)

An additional toilet block would be prohibitively expensive and vulnerable
to vandalism, but a possible Museum extension would involve toilets more
readily accessible from the park. The Leisure Centre will also have more and more readily accessible - toilets for park users including those with
disabilities.

•

Improved / additional formal gardens and more •
seating near bandstand (5 responses)

Gardens are already proposed and additional seating would be a logical
detail to accompany those which should be able to be designed to work as
supplementary bandstand seating but thoughtful design will be required
as some problems of the bandstand being used as a ‘youth shelter’ with
some occasional resulting anti-social behaviour / vandalism have occurred
and we want to avoid increasing this. It is though anticipated making the
new ‘teenage’ facilities available near the Leisure Centre will help this as
the park has completely lacked any provision for teenagers to engage or
occupy them.
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Our Place Insight
Local Community Insight
Question by question detail
and NBBC Responses:
Question

A final series of 3 questions
focussed on cycle specific
provision to draw out detail
to underpin a now
submitted bid for grant aid
from British Cycling

Key Themes
• Green Gym / Fitness area (5 responses)

NBBC Response
• These are already in the proposals

•

•

Boats / Canoeing on River (5 responses)

Hired provision of these would require a member of staff and be hugely
subsidised per person. In addition, regular and very costly desilting of the
river would be required. In addition, future removal of weirs proposed by
the Environment Agency will narrow the river channel and increase flow
which would prevent such use.

Without going into full detail 81% of responses were The responses received have informed a Stage One bid for ‘Places to Ride’
strongly supportive of the improved provision proposed grant funding from British Cycling which has been submitted at the time of
for general cycle access and for BMX and similar writing.
provision. 72% said the proposals would support them,
their children or grandchildren having exercise and 56 of
the responses said the provision proposed would
support them, their children or grandchildren in having
increased levels of activity and exercise.
Opinion was sought on what support would most
encourage use of new cycle facilities and the following
in order were the most frequently selected:
•
•
•
•

Free limited hours bike loans to use on cycle
facilities
Access to nearby café / refreshments and toilets
Free coaching / support when first using new
facilities
Secure cycle storage nearby when using other park
facilities
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Local Community Insight
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3. Interventions
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Interventions
Our Response

Our Response

Where are we going to deliver our interventions?
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Interventions
Bedworth, Miners Welfare Park
Following the success of the British Cycling Stage 1 Places to Ride NBBC has been asked to submit at Stage 2; a new off road cycling facility will be developed within the Miner’s
Welfare Park as one element of the Active Environment.

Bedworth, Miners Welfare Park
Individual Areas / Zones
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Interventions
Bedworth, Miners Welfare Park

Concept Plans
Upper Formal Park
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Interventions
Bedworth, Miners Welfare Park

Sports Club and Older Children’s Play
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Interventions
Bedworth, Miners Welfare Park

Leisure Centre and Events
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Interventions
Bedworth, Miners Welfare Park

Black Bank Meadows and Bayton Lake
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Interventions
Bedworth, Miners Welfare Park

Hawkesbury Meadows Extension
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Interventions
Bedworth Activity Hub

Bedworth Physical Activity Hub
No existing community access sports hall; existing facility ageing, poor
access, limited parking

Ageing population; increased physical activity to address e.g. falls, active
ageing, moving more
A re-modelled physical activity hub:
New water space (25m x 8 lane including teaching pool)

A new sports hall (4 courts)
New & increased size fitness space
Opportunity to consider roof top all weather sports pitch
Destination Park
Outdoor cycling and walking routes, pitch and putt, Disk Golf, skate park,
Developing park run, cricket, children's play, tennis and bowls
Improving Access to psychological therapies - IAPS
Facilitating participation as families
Support for those with learning disabilities
Opportunity to address social isolation
Partnership with food growers- organic, physical activity, growing for
health.
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Interventions
Bedworth Physical Activity Hub

Bedworth Physical Activity Hub - Site Plan
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Interventions
Bedworth Physical Activity Hub

Bedworth Physical Activity Hub - Ground Floor
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Interventions
Bedworth Physical Activity Hub

Bedworth Physical Activity Hub – First Floor
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Interventions
Bedworth Physical Activity Hub

Bedworth Physical Activity Hub – Roof Plan
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Interventions
Nuneaton, Riversley Park Zone 02

Nuneaton - Riversley Park Zone 02
Individual Areas / Zones / ‘Quarters’ of the Park
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Interventions
Nuneaton, Riversley Park Zone 02

Concept Plans
Gorge Elliot Gardens – Proposed
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Interventions
Nuneaton, Riversley Park Zone 02

Historic Heart: 1 of 2 - Proposed
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Interventions
Nuneaton, Riversley Park Zone 02

Historic Heart: 2 of 2 - Proposed
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Interventions
Nuneaton, Riversley Park Zone 02

The Pingles - Proposed
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Interventions
Nuneaton, Riversley Park Zone 02

Garla Fields and Donnithorne Woods - Proposed
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Interventions
Nuneaton, Riversley Park Zone 02

Wem Meadows - Proposed
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Interventions
Pingles Physical Activity Hub

Pingles Physical Activity Hub
A re-modelled community activity hub:
New water space (25m x 6 lane) with moveable floor to enable
programming flexibility, and maximise available capacity
Youth Zone facilities - chill space, hanging out place, toilets & vending
provision
A new sports hall (6/8 courts)

A larger cafe
Increased fitness space (50 stations)
Improved access to the building - re-modelled car parking
Linking Wembrook Primary School into the Park through a new gate and safe
crossing access.
Working with George Eliot Hospital to deliver outreach services in the new
Community Activity Hub.
Family focus; increased range of health and wellbeing activities
Activities for young people.
Linking with local on-site clubs and facilities e.g. athletics, tennis and informal
provision such as natural space projects to open up physical activity
opportunities
locally, linked to concept planning for outdoor park area.
Review facility stock not upgraded as part of this strategy, to enable resources
to focus on development of high quality, appropriate provision addressing
needs of the most inactive, and future delivery of sustainable physical activity
places and spaces.
Two options have been considered for the Pingles Physical Activity Hub: A Refurbishment (shown below) and B New Build (shown on page 85)
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Interventions
Pingles Physical Activity Hub A: Refurbishment

A. Refurbishment (shown below)
Pingles Physical Activity Hub – Ground Floor
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Interventions
Pingles Physical Activity Hub A: Refurbishment

Pingles Physical Activity Hub – First Floor
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Interventions
Pingles Physical Activity Hub B: New Build

B. New Build
The rationale for considering two options for the Pingles Physical Activity Hub is to ensure that future provision best meets identified needs and provides the most sustainable
long term option in terms of both investment and its impact on physical activity, health and wellbeing outcomes.
The capital cost of a new build facility is estimated at marginally more than the refurbishment costs, but a new build would result in:
•

ensuring the new facility is designed with the end user at its heart

•

effective and efficient internal layout and circulation

•

the whole facility having a life span of 35-40 years

•

modern technology designed into the building from the outset

•

fit for purpose design

•

the ability to retain operation of the existing facility whilst the new one is being built

•

integration of the new build facility within the concept planning for Riversley Park

Following further analysis of the options for Pingles and the different costs involved NBBC has identified that its preferred option is to replace the existing Pingles Leisure
Centre with a new build. As part of this overall re-development, NBBC will develop a new cycling facility, plus new walking and cycling routes as part of the boroughwide
Active Environment network. An indicative plan (work in progress) for the development of the site, based on a new build for the Pingles Physical Activity Hub, is included
below:
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Interventions
Pingles Physical Activity Hub B: New Build

Site Plan
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Interventions
Pingles Physical Activity Hub B: New Build

Ground Floor
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Interventions
Pingles Physical Activity Hub B: New Build

Ground Floor – Option 2
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Interventions
Pingles Physical Activity Hub B: New Build

First Floor
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Interventions
Pingles Physical Activity Hub B: New Build

First Floor – Option 2
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Interventions
Top Farm Activity Hub

Top Farm Activity Hub
A new co-located ‘ACTIVE CAMPUS’ comprising a Wave 14
Academy built to Building Bulletin 103, SEN, School, GP surgery, a
stand–alone community physical activity and sport facility:
minimum 6 court sports hall
dance studio
fitness suite
3G floodlit pitch and grass pitches
shared infrastructure e.g. car park, multi-purpose areas, outdoor
areas, community access and egress, emergency access, links to
nearby housing,
cycle parking, etc.
Safeguarding and security measures planned from the start into
the campus design and layout.

Focus on young people and young families.

Community health provision in conjunction
with NHS Property Services and local CCG

Active Environment: A very early stages
meeting has been held with Warwickshire Fire
and Rescue Service (IRMP Service
Improvement Manager), as to the Top Farm
site being considered as a possible location for
anew fire and rescue provision. Further
meetings will be arranged to consider possible
options as the overall project for a co-located
multi-service hub develops

Delivery of School Sport and Activity Action Plan 2019- ‘All
young people should have the opportunity to live healthy
and active lives’ (DFE, DCMS, DHS)

Safe routes to school.

Delivering WCC Education Strategy – ‘all learners to enjoy a
high quality learning experience’.

Develop links with existing education
providers.

Work experience- facility management and sport
development.

Apprenticeships - Motor Industry Research
Association (link to MIRA), facility
management and sport development, and in
health (on-site GP surgery).

Open and welcoming through school environment –
environment and physical access, layout etc.

Hub site for junior football
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Interventions
Top Farm Activity Hub

Top Farm Activity Hub – Ground Floor
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Interventions
Top Farm Activity Hub

Top Farm Activity Hub – First Floor
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Interventions
Top Farm Activity Hub

North Site Development – Option 1
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Interventions
Top Farm Activity Hub

Design Option 1c - New Sports Centre
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Interventions
Our Response

Our Response
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Interventions
Delivering Our Outcomes Sustainably

Delivering Our Outcomes Sustainably
NBBC, working with WCC and other key partners, envisage a boroughwide approach to the procurement of a construction contractor, to facilitate economies of scale in the
investment , and ensure flexibility in delivery, given the various timescales to be delivered. The outcome of the decision on the Wave 15 School (Spring 2020) is the key
catalyst for the timescale relating to Top Farm, and can be planned from then, in conjunction with both education and health partners.
NBBC Cabinet considered and confirmed unanimous support for the investment proposals in December 2019. Following further work in 2020, the proposals for a new Pingles
Activity Hub and the development of two new off road cycling hubs (Bedworth Physical Activity Hub and Pingles Physical Activity Hub) were agreed in September 2020. This
now enables the investment project to move forward and the detailed timescales for physical activity investments at both Bedworth and Pingles to be confirmed.
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Interventions
How are we going to deliver our intentions?

How are we going to deliver our intentions?
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Interventions
How are we going to manage our interventions?

How are we going to manage our interventions?
Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council, through an external procurement exercise, will look to manage the physical activity hubs at Pingles and Bedworth through an
outsourced operator.
The operational management specification will reflect the outcomes set out in this report as well as the identified KPI’s.
The existing contract ends in 2022/2023, with option to extend a further 3 years if approved and may be additional 1 plus 1 year to suit NBBC requirements. This will then
provide opportunity to procure new long term contract with potential new facilities in the market place; plans are already in place to re-draft specification to be an outcomebased requirement, reflecting the objectives of our Borough-wide place-making, and the specific behaviour changes we want to achieve through our investment in sport
and physical activity.
The new provision at Top Farm will also be managed through an outsourced operator, potentially the same one who will operate provision in the wider Borough, based on
the same principles set out above.
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Interventions
What are our KPI’s?

What are our KPI’s?
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4. Commitment
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Commitment
The investment Commitment

The Investment Commitment
The investment commitment will be that NBBC will look use a range of financial opportunities to support the leisure options detailed, including support from Sport England
funding. NBBC confirmed their commitment to the boroughwide investment project in December 2019. This was further endorsed in September 2020 when Cabinet agreed
to move forward with the investment at Bedworth, followed by Pingles.
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Commitment
Resource Requirements

Resource Requirements
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Commitment
Our Business Case

Our Business Case
Our business case is fundamentally health improvement and lifestyle change, across the Borough.
Whilst the capital needs and revenue implications are key, what will really make the difference in delivery of our shared Vision are people and partnerships.
Our long term Vision is about changing lives for the better in our community, through investment in physical activity places and spaces.
Our Key outcome is improved quality of life at individual and community level.
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